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THE UNIFORM ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF A CLASS OF 
INTEGRALS RELATED TO CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION 

FUNCTIONS* 

N. M. TEMMEt 

Abstract. An asymptotic expansion is given for a class of integrals for large values of a parameter, 

which corresponds with the degrees of freedom in a certain type of cumulative distribution functions. The 

expansion is uniform with respect to a variable related to the random variable of the distribution functions. 

Special cases include the chi-square distribution and the F-distribution. 

1. Introduction. We consider integrals of the type 

(1.1) Fa(ri) = (2:) 1/2 L: e-a(2/2!aW d( 

for large values of the positive parameter a. The independent variable 11 ranges over 
an unbounded domain 

(1.2) Hs ={ri =x+iy\xEIR, [y\<8}, 

where 8 >0; 8 may depend on a but it must be bounded away from 0 when a ~ro. 
The function fa(() is required to be an analytic function of the complex variable ? EH,, 
and we suppose that 

(1.3) x~±ro, 

where ? = x + iy E H 8 and where Ak, w are real numbers not depending on a. Hence, 
the integral ( 1.1) converges for a > w, Fa ( - ro) = 0, Fa ( ro) is finite and these limiting 
values do not depend on Im .,.,, when T/ ~ ±ro in H 5• 

The function f~ (() can play the role of a probability density function and Fa ( T/) 

can be viewed as a cumulative distribution function. Then the variable T/ is related 
to the random variable of the underlying statistics and the parameter a corresponds 
with the degrees of freedom. As we will show in later sections, the gamma and beta 

distribution functions can be transformed into (1.1). When fa(?) is a density function, 

it is supposed that it is positive for real ? and that Fa ( + ro) = 1. These conditions are 

not required here. 
From further conditions for fa(?), which will be given in the next section, it follows 

that (for large a) Fa ( oo) has an asymptotic expansion with leading term 1. This 

expansion is written as 

(1.4) 
n-l As An(a) 

Fa(oo) = L -;+-n-, 
s=O a a 

n =0, 1, 2, · · ·, 

where the coefficients As do not depend on a, Ao= 1 and 

a~ro, n =0, 1,2, · · ·. 
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To describe some aspects of the expansion of Fa ( TJ) we suppose that T/ in (1.1) 
is real. For fixed values of T/ we have, by using well-known methods of asymptotics, 

(1.5) 

if T/ < 0 Fa( TJ) = (27Ta )-112 e -aTJ 212 fa ( T/) [1 + O(a- 1)], 

-TJ 

if T/ = 0 Fa (0) = Ya(O)[l + O(a -l/2)], 

ih7>0 Fa(TJ)=l+O(a- 1). 

From these relations it follows that the asymptotic behavior of Fa ( TJ) is completely 
different in the three cases distinguished and, moreover, that the asymptotic forms 
do not pass into one another when T/ changes from negative values into positive ones. 
The above approximations are not uniform with respect to small values of ITJI. 

In asymptotics we describe these phenomena by saying that the end point of 
integration T/ may coalesce with the saddle point at ( = 0. Several contributions in 
the literature deal with this aspect, for instance Erdelyi (1970), Olver (1974), Bleistein 
and Handelsman (1975) and Wong (1980). 

The object of this paper is to give an asymptotic expansion which is uniform with 
respect to T/· The uniform approximation is not only valid in a neighborhood of T/ = 0 
but in the whole domain Ha. It is well known that such a uniform expansion cannot 
be described by elementary functions as arise in (1.5). In the present case we need 
the normal distribution function 

(1.6) 

This is not surprising since we know from probability theory (the central limit theorem) 
that the normal distribution appears if in (1.1) a is large. It also follows by taking for 
fa(() a constant. 

The form of the expansion for Fa ( T/) is as follows. For n = 0, 1, 2, · · · , we write 

(1.7) 
Fa(TJ) =Fa(oo)P(riFa) + Ra(T/ ), 

-aT)2;2 [ 1 B ( ) 8- ( )] 
Ra(TJ)=-e __ "~ ~+ n a: TJ , 

.J2a7T s=O a a 

where the functions B,(T/) do not depend on a. In the next section we will give 
representations for B. ( T/) and B" (a, T/) from which information follows about the nature 
of the expansion in (1.7) and about the uniformity with respect to Tf. In (1.7), Fa(oo) 
can be replaced by (1.4). 

The present paper extends the results of Temme (1979) on incomplete gamma 
functions to the more general class of integrals (1.1). In § 3 this special case will be 
considered again, together with other examples. We present our results for T/ in the 
strip Ha. It is possible to introduce a more general simply connected unbounded open 
domain D, which should contain each real point T/ as an interior point. Depending 
on fa((), it is possible to introduce branch cuts, and D is not necessarily one-sheeted. 
This will not be done here because it makes the presentation less transparent. However, 
t is not difficult to modify our results for such a general case, for instance, by analytic 
continuation. Some modifications should be made in the assumptions: Fa(oo) may not 
be finite, since it may depend on the direction in which T/ approaches infinity. 
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2. Construction of the asymptotic expansion. 
2.1. Conditions on fa({) and A,. We suppose that, apart from the requirements 

on fa(() given in§ 1, faU;) has an asymptotic expansion 

fa(()= nf <f>s~() + <f.,(a: ()' 
s=O a a 

(2.1) n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·, 

where <f> 0(0) = 1, and </>.(() do not depend on a and are analytic in H8• For the 
remainders <f)n(a, (),we assume that 

(2.2) 

uniform in H8 (if fa(() happens to vanish in Ha. this requirement should be modified 
in <f)n (a,()= O(max(l, lfa (?)!)). 

As will be shown, it is not possible to define the expansions (1.4) and (2.1) 
independently of one another. There is a relation between the coefficients A. and the 
values of <f>~kl (0), the kth derivative of</>.(() at ( = 0. This follows from a well-known 
principle in asymptotics that says that the asymptotic expansion of the integral 

L: e -a,212 <P (() d(, a~oo 

is obtained by expanding </> (() in power of ( and integrating term by term. 
In the underlying case each term in (2.1) has to be expanded. Writing 

OCl 

(2.3) cPsW = L <f>s£', lt\<8, 
r=O 

we obtain for s = 0, 1, 2, 3, · · · and a~ oo 

(2.4) (~)1/2 f"" e-a(2/2<f>.(() d(- ~ <l>s,2r(3-)' r(t~~). 
27T -oo r=O a f(2) 

By rearranging the results for all terms in (2.1) and by collecting terms with equal 
powers of a- 1, we obtain (1.4) with 

s r f(t+t) 
As= L 2 -f(l) <Ps-r,2r, 

t=O 2 
(2.5) s = 0, 1, 2, .. ·. 

2.2. Integration by parts procedure. Let us first suppose that fa(() in (1.1) does 
not depend on a. That is, we write </> 0(() instead of fa((), and we consider 

(2.6) 
1/2 f TJ 

F~O) ( T/) = (2:) -oo e -a(2/2 <Po(() d(, 

with <f> 0(0) = 1. Taking into account that the main contribution of the integral will 
come from a small neighborhood of the point ( = 0, we write (cf. (1.6)) 

=P(riJ-;)-(27Ta)-1/2fTJ <Po(()-1 de-ac212 
-00 ( 

= P( riJa) + (21Ta )-112 1- <Po( T/) e -aTJ212 + (27Ta)-1;2 f TJ <P&1\() e -ac212 d(. 
T/ -oo 
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The function cf>~l (() is holomorphic in Ha. It is given by 

,1.!l)(Y)=.!!:._ </>o(()-1 
o/O !o d( ( . 

Repeating this process, we obtain 

(2.7) 

where A~0l and B~0l(11) are special cases (i.e., with t=O) of a more general set of 
functions defined for t = 0, 1, 2, · · ·. 

(2.8) 

A~tl = q,;•\o), 
B~tl(71) = <t>\'l(O)-q,;•\11), 

1/ 

d ,1.(s-l)( )-,1.(s-l)(O) 
,1.Cs)( )=-'f't 7/ 'f't 
'(Jt T/ d ' 

1/ T/ 

<P i0 \ T/) = <f>r( T/ ). 

s 6;0 

s 6; l, 

The same procedure can be used for each integral 

p~l (77) = (2:f/2 L: e-a,212</>r(() d(, t=O~l,2,···, 

where </>r(() appears in (2.1). The result is as in (2.7), with F~0> (77), A~01, B~0l(71) 
replaced by p~l(77), A~tl,B~r\71), respectively. 

For the complete asymptotic expansion of Fa ( 71) we collect terms of equal powers 
of 1 /a in the expansions of each a -tp~> ( 71 ), and the result is 

(2.9) 

with 

(2.10) A,=± A;~r. s 

B.(71) = L: B~r2r(TJ.). 
t=O t=O 

It is not yet clear how to interpret the formal expansion (2.9) as an asymptotic 
expansion. In the next subsection we will discuss a method that gives a more satisfactory 
relation for the coefficients A. and B.( 11) and from which a simple expression for the 
remainder in (2.9) follows (that is, for the function Bn(a, 71) of (1.7)). The numbers A. 
constructed here are the same as those defined by (1.4) and (2.5). This is proved first. 

LEMMA 1. Let A., s = 0, 1, · · ·, be defined by (2.8) and (2.10). Then A. satisfy 
(2.5), with <l>sr given by (2.3). 

Proof. The function cf> ;•l ( 71) defined in (2.8) are analytic in H8• Let us define </> \:> 
by writing 

00 

4>;•)(11) = L: q,;:)11', \11\<8, s,t=0,1,2,··· 
r=O 

with </>;?1 = cf>rr of (2.3). By using the third line of (2.8), we obtain 
,1.(s) ( l),1.(s-l) 
o/tr = r+ "!'t,r+2. 
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Applying this relation repeatedly, we can express</>;:) in terms of<:/:>;~) = <f>ir· The result 
is 

(2.11) 
(s) s f(r/2+!+s) 

</>er =(r+l)(r+3) · · · (r+2s-1)</>r,r+2s=2 f(r/ 2 +!) </>i,r+2s· 

A~'l of (2.8) satisfies A;n =</>;~),giving for As of (2.10) 

A ~ u) ~ s-cn!+s-t) 
s = t.., As-t = t.., 2 f(1) </> 1,2(.•-tl· 

t=O t=O 2 

This proves the lemma. 0 
In the examples in§ 3, the numbers As are usually obtained via (1.4). If Fa(oo) = 1, 

then As= 0 (s ~ 1), and (2.5) gives an extra relation between <1> 1,. Of course, it is 
possible to normalize Fa(Y/) by dividing fa(t) by Fa(oo). Then the scaled function Fa(Y/) 
satisfies Fa ( oo) = 1. 

LEMMA 2. Let Bs ( Y/ ), s = 0, 1, · · · , be defined by (2.8) and (2.10); let the numbers 
Bsc be defined by 

00 

(2.12) Bs(Y/)= I BscY/ 1
, hl<8. 

t=O 

Then 

(2.13) 
s ,f(l+t/2+r) 

Bst = - r~O 2 f(l + t/2) </>s-r,t+2r+l· 

Proof. This follows from (2.11) and the second line of (2.8) D 
Remark. It may be rather difficult to compute the functions Bs( Y/) from the 

definitions in (2.8) and (2.10), especially for values of Y/ close to zero. Then the 
representations in (2.12) and (2.13) may be useful. 

2.3. A simpler recursion for Bs("'I). Consider the function Ra(ri) defined in the 
first line of (1.7). From (1.1) and (1.6) it follows that 

(2.14) 

The substitution of (1.4), (2.1) and the formal series 

Ra('ri)=e-a"2;2 I Bs(;) 

.J2a7T' s=O a 

into (2.14) shows that (2.14) is formally satisfied if 

riBo( Y/) = 1-</>o( 1J ), 

(2.15) 
s ~1. 

As outlined in foregoing subsections, the As are related with the numbers <l>si defined 
in (2.3); this relation is given in (2.5). 

It is not clear, yet, that the functions Bs(Y/) constructed in§ 2.2 satisfy the recursion 
in (2.15). This will be proved in the theorem which follows. 

THEOREM 1. Let for s = 0, 1, 2, · · ·, B.(Y/) be defined in (2.10) with B~n(ri) 
defined in (2.8). Then Bs( Y/) satisfy the recursion relation of (2.15). 
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Proof. We use induction on s. For s = 0, see the second line of (2.8) with t = O; 
it gives the first relation of (2.15). Suppose, next, that the theorem is correct for the 
function B,(t) of (2.10) with 0 ~ r ~ s -1, for some s ~ 1. Then the right-hand side of 
the second line of (2.15) becomes for this s (see (2.10) and (2.8)) 

A.-<t>~0)(71)+dd 'f B~'21-1(11)=A.-<f>.(71)+sf dd </>;s-l-t)(O)-</>;s-l-t)(71) 
7/ t=O t=O 7/ 7/ 

s-1 s 

=A.-<t>.(11)+ L </>;s-t)(71)=A.- L <t>\s-t)(71) 
t=O t=O 

s s 
= L [A~'2,-<f>;s-1)(71)]= L [<f>;s-t)(O)-<f>\s-1)(71)] 

t=O t=O 

s 

= 11 L B~'2,(11)=71B,(71), 
t=O 

which proves the theorem. 0 

2.4. Representations for the remainder. 
THEOREM 2. Consider for (1.1) representation (1.7), where the functions B.( 71) are 

defined in (2.15). Then for the remainder B,. (a, 71) of (1.7) we have for n = 0, 1, · · · 

(2.16) e-arr212Bn(a, 71) =-a L: (Bn(() e-a•212 d( 

+ L: [~11 +1(a, ()-An+1(a)]e-a'212 d(, 

where A11 (a) and <fan(a, ()are defined in (1.4) and (2.1). 
Proof. From (2.14) (or from (1.1), (1.6), (1.7)) we have 

(2.17) Ra(11) = (2:Y
12 L: e-a'212 [faW-Fa(oo)] d(. 

Using 

fa(()= </>o(()+ ~i(a, ()' 
A- ( ) -arr2/2 

F.a(oo) = 1 +~, R ( ) e B- ( ) a 11 = r;;-- 0 a, 11 ' 
a v2aTT a 

we obtain 
1/2 - -

Ra('T/) = (~) J"' e-ai;2;2[<!>o(()-l + </>1(a, () _ A1(a)J d( 
2TT -oo a a 

= (27ra)-112 L: e-a~"12 [ - a(Bo(() +~1(a, ()-A1(a)] d(, 

which gives (2.16) with n = 0. Considering (2.16) with n ~Owe proceed by using the 
obvious relations 

- ( ) ( ) ~ .. +2(a, () 
cPn+l a, ( = <l>n+l ( + ' a 
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Then, by partial integration of the first integral in (2.16), this formula becomes 

e-ari2/2[ Bn(Y/)+ Bn+l~a, Yf)J 

=e-a(.2/2Bn(({~~oo + L: [ <Pn+i(()-An+I-~Bn(()+ cfn+2~a, () An:2(a)] d(. 

The integrated term vanishes at ( = -oo (this follows from (1.3)), and by using (2.15) 
we obtain (2.16) with n replaced by n + 1. 0 

THEOREM 3. Under the same conditions as in Theorem 2 we have for n = 
0, 1, 2, ... 

00 00 

(2 18) -ari2/2 - ( ) f ) -a(.2/2 d f [ - - )] -a(.2/2 
• e Bn a,Yf =a ?Bn(? e (+ An+1(a)-<Pn+1(a,( e d(. 

"YJ "YJ 

Proof From the definition of Ra(T/) in (1.7) it follows that 

17 = x + iy E Ha. 

Hence, we could have started with (2.17) with interval of integration [17, oo) and a 
different sign before the integral. The rest of the proof runs as in Theorem 2. 0 

It follows from both theorems that, for fixed real values of 17, Bn (a, Y/) of (1. 7) satisfy 

(2.19) ii,, (a, 1J) = 0(1), a~oo. 

For Yf ~ 0 this follows from (2.16), for 11~0 from (2.18). Hence, again for fixed Yf, 

Ra(1)) of (1.7) satisfy 

(2.20) a~oo. 

It is not difficult to show that (2.19) and (2.20) hold uniformly with respect to TJ 

in compact subsets of H 8• In all relevant applications (see § 3) the number w of (1.3) 
is 0. Also, bounds for B,,(a, 1J) can be constructed that are holding uniformly with 
respect to T/ E H 8• 

In our previous paper Temme (1979) on incomplete gamma functions such bounds 
for Bn(a, Yf) were computed for n = 0, 1, · · ·, 10. In that paper we overlooked the 
remarkable point that both representations (2.16) and (2.18) can be used for construct
ing these bounds. Consequently, formula (2.17) of that paper should be revised for 
T1<0 and (2.19) for 17>0. Also, Remark 1 in the cited reference (p. 760) should be 
skipped. More details will be given in § 3 .4. 

In the next section some examples are worked out. In each example the functions 
are related with statistical distribution functions. Usually transformations are needed 
for a representation in the standard form (1.1). 

3. Examples. 
3.1. Incomplete normal distribution function. We consider 

(3.1) 
1/2 f lJ dY 

F ( ) = (.!!__) -ar.212 -~-
a 1) 271" -00 e 1 + ?2 

in the strip H 8 with 8 = 1. This function finds wide application in probability theory, 
mathematical statistics and in problems involving the heat conduction equation. Jones 
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( 1972) used it for describing the asymptotic expansion of a double integral. It con
stitutes a sort of generalization of the error integral. To see this note that 

Fa(oo) = (2a1r)112 ea12Q(../~), 

where Q(x) = 1-P(x) = ! erfc (x//2). 
The function f~ (?)of (1.1) is here 1/ (1 + C2), and in this simple case the coefficients 

BsCr1) can be constructed rather easily. We have fa (C) =<Po(?) and <Ps(?) = 0 (s ~ 1). 
From the known expansion of the error function we obtain 

00 As A _ (-2)T(s+!) 
Fa(oo)-l:--;, Ao=l, s- f(-21)., s~l, 

s=O a 

which can also be obtained from (2.5) with 

={O ifs~l or t=2r+l, r~O, 
<f>sr (-1)'12 else. 

Hence, from (2.12), (2.13) it follows that for 1111<1 

s 00 r(t + s + ~) 2 t 

Bs(Y/) = 71(-2) t~O r(t+~) (-71 ) ' 

which can be expressed in terms of Gauss' hypergeometric function 2F1(a, b; c; z): 

s r(s +~) 3 3 2 
Bs(ri)=71(-2) r(~) 2F1(s+2,l;2;-71) 

s r(s+~) 2 --1 ( 3 71 2 
) 

=71(-2) r(~) (l+ri) 2F1 l,-s;2; 712+l · 

The second relation enables us to write 

1 s r(s +~) i 1 -1/2( 71 2 )s 
B,.(71)=2ri(-2) (l+ri 2)r(~) 0 (1-t) 1-t 712 +l dt, 

from which we obtain 

lril sr(s+~) 
IBs(11)l~l+7122 r@ ' 7'1Elll. 

Hence, Bs( Y/) are bounded on Ill. 
The representation for (3.1) becomes (see (1.7)) 

(3.2) Fa(7]) =Fa(oo)P(71J"a) + e-an212 [nt Bs(ri) + Bn(a, Y/T 
.J2aTr s=O as a" 

with B 0 ( 7J) = 71/(l + 71 2), B 1 ( Y/) = -ri (3 + 71 2)/(1+Y/ 2)2. In this example other Bs( Y/) can 
be computed by using recursion relations of 2F 1-functions. It easily follows that 

(1 + T} 2)Bs+1(TJ) = -2s(2s + l)Bs-1(71)-[(2s + l)71 2+4s +3]B .. (TJ). 

To estimate the remainder we remark that in (2.16) tfan+ 1(a, C)=O and IAn+1(a)I can 
be replaced by An+t· This follows from a known result about the asymptotic expansion 
of the error function 

F ( ) ( a1l") 112 
a; 2 f (a) 112 n~ 1 As An(a) oo = - e er c - = L.. -+--

a 2 2 s=oas a" ' 

where An(a) = 8nA 1,, n = 0, 1, · · ·with 0<8n<1. 
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It follows that (see (2.16)) 

I e -a.,,212 jj (a )I::; 2'T(n + ~) J TJ 1 + a(2 -a{'/2 dY. 
n ' Y/ - f(;!) 1 2 e !, 

2 -ea + ( 
The integral can be expressed in terms of Fa(ri) and P(ri-/-;). This estimate is valid 
for ri E !R. However, for Y/ ~ 0 it is better to use the representation of (2.18) which 
gives the same expression with an interval of integration [ 71, co). 

It follows that (3.2) can be used throughout the strip H 1• It is not difficult to 
extend the results for a larger domain, or for complex values of a. 

3.2. Sievert integral. This integral is defined as 

(3.3) 
8 

J(fJ, a)= J ea(l-1/cos<f>I d<f>, 
-Tr/2 

a> 0, -1T/2 < fJ < 7r/2. The complete integral I(7r/2, a) is an integral of the modified 
Bessel function K 0 (x ), that is, 

(3.4) l(1T/2,a)=2e" f" Ko(x)dx. 

We need a transformation in order to bring (3.3) into the standard form (1.1). The 
appropriate change of variables is defined by 

-~(2 = 1-1/cos </>, 

(3.5) 

2 sin (</>/2) 
(= 

-/cos</> ' 

2 sin (6/2) 
77 = 

-/cos e ' 
and the integral (3.2) becomes 

(3.6) I(e, a)= L: e-'" 212 ~~ d(, 

where d<f>/d( = [(lj- ( /2)(1 + ( 2 /4) 112r1, which is holomorphic in a strip Ho in the 
(-plane with 8 =·h. . . 

Remark. It is important to note that the mapping (3.5) of the </>-mterval mto the 
(-interval involves a square root (=2[sin2 (</>/2)/cos</>]112 , where the sign of the 
square root has the sign of <f>. In this way ( becomes a holomorphic function of </> at 
</> = 0. The same for ri and e. 

The standard form ( 1.1) is now achieved by writing 

(3.7) 

and Fa(oo) has the known expansion 

1/2 ea oo A 
Fa(oo)=2(~) e"f Ko(x)dx- L --{, 

21T a n=Oa 

(3.8) 
= - l)s f(s +!) ~ r' f(t +~) 

As ( f(~) ,:;-o 2t! fC!)" 
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The asymptotic expansion as in ( 1. 7) can now be given for a ~ oo, uniform with respect 
to T/ E Hs (8 = ./i). The relation between T/ and the original variable 8 is given in 
(3.5). Complex values of T/ correspond to complex values of e. In fact, (3.5) defines 
a conformal mapping between parts of the complex ri and e planes, and the asymptotic 
expansion is valid for complex e in the image of H 8 under this mapping. As in the 
foregoing example, the coefficients B sC ri) can be expressed in terms of hypergeometric 
functions. 

The expansion reads 

1/2 a(!-1/cos 8) 00 B ( ) 
( ~) J(e, a)-Fa(oo)P(2sin1e.Ja/cos e)+ e ~ L 4 

21T 21Ta s~o a 

(3.9) 'f . [ 1T 1TJ as a~ oo, um orm me E - 2, 2" , 

( ) - cos (8/2).J~-cos2 e 
Bo ri - . e . 

sm 

3.3. Incomplete beta function. This well-known function is given by 

(3.10) ( ) - 1 f. x p-1(1 )q-1 d Ix p, q - ( ) t - t t. 
B p, q o 

We consider 0~x~1, p > 0, q > O; however, extension to complex values is possible. 
B(p, q) is Euler's (complete) beta function 

B( )=f. 1 tv- 1(1-t)q- 1 dt=f(p)f(q) 
p, q 0 f(p+q)' 

We consider the asymptotic expansion of lx(p, q) for large p (or q or both) uniformly 
with respect to x E [O, 1]. Since 

(3 .11) 

we can consider p?; q. 
The incomplete beta function is a standard probability function. As special cases 

it has the (negative) binomial distribution, Student's distribution and the F-(variance
ratio) distribution. 

We start with the symmetric case p = q, which is rather easy to handle compared 
with the general situation. 

3.3.1. The symmetric case p = q = a. A trivial transformation gives 

(3.12) J( )= 4-a fx aln[4t(l-t)]~ 
x p,q B(a,a) 0 e t(l-t)' 

The next appropriate transformations are 

-k2 =In [ 4t(1- t)], 

-~17 2 =In [4x(1- x )], 

O<t<1, sign(()=sign(t-1), 

0 < x < 1, sign ( ri) =sign (x - ~). 
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Then we have the standard form (1.1), with 

where the square root is positive for real values of its argument. Considered as a 
function of the complex variable (,fa(() is holomorphic in H 8 with 8 = ·h1T. By writing 

4-a(1T/ a)l/2 

B(a, a) 

a-112f(a +!) 
f(a) 

ro 

L Csa-s, 
s=O 

a~ co, 

where Cs can be expressed in terms of Bernoulli polynomials (see Luke (1969, vol. I, 
p. 33)), it follows that 

The coefficients in this expansion are generalized Bernoulli polynomials; see again 
Luke (1969, vol. I, p. 18). In this case Fa(co)=l; hence, A 0 =1, A,=0 (s;;;;;l). A 
further analysis shows that all Bs( Y/) are bounded functions of Y/ on ( - co, co). 

3.3.2. The general case p ~ q. Let us write in (3 .10) 

·2n 2n O<e<~ p = a sm u, q = a cos u, = = 2 · 

Then 

(3.13) 1 Ix . 2 2 dt 
Ix(p,q)= exp(a(sm Blnt+cos 8ln(l-t))-(l )" 

B(p,q) 0 t -t 

The maximum of the integrand occurs at t = sin2 8, Hence, the transformation t ~ ( 
reads 

(3.14) 
I 2 2 t 2 1-f 

-2( =sin 8 ln-.-2 -+cos 8 ln--2 -, 
sm 8 cos (} 

where the sign of ( equals the sign oft - sin2 8 (for real variables, for complex variables 
it is defined by analytic continuation of the real case). A similar transformation holds 
for x ~ ri if t and?: are replaced by x and ri, respectively. From (3.14) we obtain 

d( sin2 (}-t 

-( dt = t(l - t) ' 

hence the representation of (3.13) in the standard form is 

1/2 f '7 

Fa ( ri) = Ix(p, q) = (2:) -a:i e -ar:212fa (() d(, 

(3.15) 

f ( ) =(_!!:__)- 112 exp [a (sin2 8 lnsin2 e+cos2 8 lncos2 B)] (cos 8 sin 8 
a( ( )' ·2 • 27T B p, q sm 8 cos 8 t-sm 8 
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It follows, and this is well known, that the critical point 1'/ = 0 corresponds with 
x = sin2 fJ = p / ( p + q). That is, when for large a = p + q the parameter x crosses the 
value p/(p +q), the function lx(p, q) changes suddenly from values close to zero into 
values close to 1. 

It remains to show that fa(() of (3.15) has the properties as supposed in §§ 1 and 
2. First we consider the (-part of it which is defined by 

(3.16) ( ) _ ( cos e sin e 
<Po ( - t . 2 () • -sm 

where (and t(() are related by (3.14); t = sin2 fJ corresponds with ( = 0. At this point 
<Po(() is regular and cfJ 0 (0) = 1. Due to the many-valuedness of the logarithms in (3.14), 
we have other finite singularities in the (-plane. These singularities occur for t = 
sin2 8exp(21Tin) or (1-t)=cos2 0exp(27Tim), n, m=±l, ±2, .. ·in the many
sheeted t-plane. Corresponding (-values follow from (3.14) 

-k;, = 2?Tin sin2 (), -k~ = 21Tim cos2 0. 

These (-values have imaginary parts 

±sin e-.127Tn, ±cos (} .J21Tm. 

If p E; q, we have sin e E; cos 8. Hence, <Po(() is holomorphic in Ha with o =cos o&, 
with cos(}= .Jq/(p +q). It follows that o-+ 0, if q/(p +q)-+ 0 for large a= p +q. We 
can apply the methods of § 2 if o is bounded away from zero. An important conclusion 
is that, when p-+ oo, q should also grow. Otherwise the strip H 8 will coincide with ~ 
since the singularities approach the origin ( = 0 (the saddle point). 

We proceed by supposing that p-+ro, q-+ro, such that q/(p+q)E;e>O, where 
e does not depend on p or q. 

The remaining part of (3.15), that is, the part not including (3.16), can be expanded 
in terms of the large parameter a= p + q. By using the well-known Stirling approxima
tions of the gamma function, we obtain 

a -+OO, 

with c0 (8) = 1, c1(8) = i2[1-l/sin2 8 cos2 O)]. Hence, the function !aW satisfies the 
requirements of§§ 1and2; Fa(oo) = 1, and we can compute the functions Bs('T/)(s E; 1) 
from 

with <Po('T/) given in (3.16). The expansion 

_ e -an 2 12 oo B.( 1'/) 
(3.17) Fa('T/)=lx(p,q)-P('T/.Ja)+ ~ L --, 

v2?Ta s=O Q 5 

a= p +q-+ oo, is uniformly valid with respect to x E [O, 1] as long as q/(p +q) E; e > 0 
(for the case p E; q; if q E;p, we suppose that p/(p + q) E; e > O). 

It is not surprising that we cannot obtain a uniform expansion in this way. The 
problem is to find an expansion for a = p + q-+ oo, which is uniform with respect to 
both x and e, with x E [O, 1], () E [O, ?T/2]. Thus there is one asymptotic variable (a) 
and two nonasymptotic variables (x and 8). It is expected that to cover the whole 
domain of interest in the x x 8 space, it will be necessary to resort to a transcendental 
function of two variables as approximant (see Olver (1975)). 
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It is possible to treat the case p ~ oo, q fixed, by using a method given by Erdelyi 
(1974) (see also Temme (1976)). Let us write (3.10) in the form 

1 J"" [1- -r q-1 lx(p, q) = B( ) e-pctq-1 __ e_] dt, 
p, q -lnx t 

which satisfies (by adapting the notation) the requirements for obtaining the asymptotic 
expansion for p ~ oo, uniformly valid in x e [O, 1]; q is a fixed parameter. We restrict 
q to the interval (0, 1), but there is no loss of generality in this assumption. Erdelyi's 
expansion is of the form 

(3.18) I( ) 1 [ -q ) ~ As(q) P ~ Bs(x,q)] 
x p,q -B( ) p Q(q, -plnx L... - 5-+x L... s , 

p,q s=O P s=l P 

where Q(a, z) is an incomplete gamma function (see next example). The construction 
of the coefficients A 5 (q) and Bs(x, q) is outlined in Erdelyi's paper. Note that Q(a, z) 
is a function of two variables. It is still an open problem how to modify (3.17) and 
(3.18) in order to obtain an expansion for l,(p, q) for p -H1J, uniformly in x E [O, 1] 
and q E:e >0. 

3.4. Incomplete gamma functions. This important example is considered earlier 
in Temme (1979). The present method gives the same asymptotic expansion. The 
incomplete gamma functions are 

( ) 1 rx a-1 -Id 
P a, x = r(a) Jo t e t, 

) 1 J"" a-1 -cd Q(a,x =-) t e t. 
f(a x 

The basic transformations for the integrals are applied on 

) e a -a(-ln r+r-11 -1 d -a a ix/a 
P(a x =-- e t t 

' f(a) o 

by defining 

k 2 =-lnt+t-1, sign ( = sign (t - 1) 

1 2 1 211 =-In A +A- , sign 71 =sign (A -1), 

The result is 

with 
-a a(2 / )1/2 y oo 'Y 

=e a 1T' a _i. __ <Po(() L --1, 
fa(() f(a) t-1 s=oa 

x 
A=-. 

a 

and the numbers 'Ys are the well-known coefficients appearing in the expansion of the 
reciprocal gamma function. For more details we refer to Temme (1979). 
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The expansions are (note that Fa(oo) = 1) 

P(a, X) = P( 'YJJ-a) + e -a712/2 [''Il Bs(;) + B,, (~'. 7/ )] ' 
J21TG s=O a a 

Q(a, x) = Q( 11J7i)- e -a>J2/2 ['f Bs(~) + Bn (~: 'YJ )]. 
J27TG s=O a a 

1 1 1 1 1 1 
Bo(T/) =-_;;- ,\ -1' Bi(T/) =(A -1)3 +(A -1)2 + 12(A -1) - 71 3 · 

B s ( 17) are the same as - c s ( 71) in our previous paper. 
As mentioned in § 2.4, the bounds given there can be sharpened. By using 

Theorems 2 and 3, we obtain 

IBn(a, 1J )I;;;; (A+ 1)-Kc,, e-a>J 212 + IH11+1(a)leaa-af(a )D(a, x ), 

where K = ~ for n = 0, 1 for n ~ 1, 

D(a, x) = min (P(a, x), Q(a, x )), Cs= sup [(1 +At IB,( rJ llJ, s = 0, 1, ... 
71ER 

and H,. (a) is the remainder in 

_1_ =ea a -a(_!!__) 112["f ": + H 11 ~a)]. 
f(a) 21T s=O a a 

The numbers C11 and bounds for Hn (a) are given in Temme (1979). 

3.5. Pearson type IV probability function. We consider it in the form (see Pettis 
(1976)) 

J(e, a, {3) = f 8 
e2 r3'1> cos2"</J d<f>, 

J--rr/2 

for large positive values of a; - Tr/2 < e < Tr/2; f3 is a real parameter. It is known that 

I 7Tf(l+2a)2-2 " 

hi.71', a, {3) = f(l +a+ i{3)f(l +a - i{3) 

The maximum of the integrand occurs at</> =A := arctan -y, with y = /31 a. The appropri
ate transformations are 

1 2 cos <P 
-2( = y(<f> - ,\) + ln --, 

cos,\ 
I 2 COS(} 

-2ri = y( e - A)+ ln --, 
cos A 

with sign (=sign(</> -A), sign 1J =sign (6- ,\).Hence, with a = 2a, we obtain 

Fa(TJ) 1(0, a, {3) = (_!!_)112 J"" e-a(Z/2fa(() d(, 
I( 1T/2, a, /3) 271' -co 

with 

- ea("YA+lncosA) ( 21T)l/2 d<f> oo Cs(/') 
fa(()- /(Tr/2, a, /3) -;; d(-</>oW s~O as ' 

c/Jo(() = _1_ ( ' 
cos A tan <P - y 

</Jo(O) = 1. 

J 
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